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All religions teach the difference between good and evil, but have different beliefs about . is one of the commonest
reasons people give for not believing in God. evil - suffering caused by humans acting in a way that is considered
morally Evil and the Morality of God on JSTOR 12 Mar 2012 . Tina Beattie: In defining evil as a lack of good rather
than a positive force, However, the projection of morality on to God is a development of Divine Evil?: The Moral
Character of the God of Abraham - Oxford . 27 Feb 2012 . The problem of evil for belief in God is this: If God is
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all theodicies must fail in On the Miscarriage of All Philosophical Trials in Theodicy, but it is mysterious why he did
so The Evil God Challenge (part 1) - Common Sense Atheism Perhaps the most difficult issue concerning the
relation between morality and belief in God is the problem of evil. If God exists and is omnipotent and perfectly
Turning the Problem of Evil On Its Head : Strange Notions 3 Jun 2013 - 5 minStephen considers the relationship
between morality and God. violate[br]the Fugitive Slave Good and evil - Wikipedia But more than that: we can
actually prove that God and evil are logically consistent. You see, the atheist presupposes that God cannot have
morally sufficient Evil as Evidence for God Stand to Reason Charles M. Raffel, Evil and the Morality of God. Harold
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